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We serve authentic Malaysian restaurant in London that takes pride in serving you and
providing a variety of dishes, from delectable rice dishes to seafood
Chuba Rasa has marked the food and hospitality industry in London with premium-quality
Malaysian food and catering services that are simply great to describe. Chuba Rasa is one
of the most popular and authentic Malaysian restaurants in London. Our best quality
Asian restaurants in London has defined the quintessential Malaysian cuisine experience
since our inception. Over the years, we have gathered sufficient expertise and have
developed a tradition of delighting guests and building patronage.
Chuba Rasa is the best Malaysian restaurant in London that offers its guests a
pleasant and friendly atmosphere with an extensive scrumptious menu consisting of
traditional Malaysian food, cooked using a wide array of established and perfected
techniques and Malaysian cooking practices. The fare can be rightly described as honest,
unpretentious, quality food, cooked from the heart with local organic produce. We are one
of the few restaurants in London that also provide some vegan dishes that are simply
awesome.
Chuba Rasa creates a symphony of timeless Malaysian flavours to provide its guests
with an overall taste that is hard to forget. The authentic Malaysian food, desserts and
drinks live up to your highest expectations. The expert and experienced talent in our
modern kitchens work diligently to serve our clients with sumptuous culinary persuasions
from breakfast to the dinner. Our kitchens showcase some of the most elegant flavours
that add to the overall experience. In a nutshell, our Malaysian food is prepared with the
exceptional dedication and freshest and organic ingredients. Our drinks menu has been
designed to complement the food perfectly. The bar is furnished with some of the best
spirits and wines in the country. At the same time, it also caters to the teetotalers with
some of the excellent coffees, teas and non-alcoholic beverages.
Discover the classic and exotic Malaysian food, created to pamper your taste buds,
captured by the team of committed chefs to deliver taste Malaysian food with unmatched
authenticity. The diversity and mystic combination of various Asian herbs and spices

skillfully utilised in our recipes are guaranteed to delight your senses. Allow yourself to be
enveloped in a traditional Malaysian charm. The ambience, warmth and hospitality of the
Chuba Rasa that has captivated the hearts of three generations await to embrace you. At
Chuba Rasa, London the cuisine straddles the electric best of classic Malaysian food
served in the best restaurant.

